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Safe Harbor Statement

This presentation contains forward-looking statements that involve inherent risks, 
uncertainties and assumptions. It outlines Blackbaud’s current plans and general product 
direction as of the date this presentation was created. Functionality described in this 
presentation that is not currently available is subject to change at any time, without 
notice, at Blackbaud’s sole discretion. It does not represent a commitment to develop or 
release specific features within the timeframe discussed, according to the presented 
design, or at all. Please make any purchase decisions based on features and functionality 
that are currently available. 



Customization of Blackbaud Solutions

As a Blackbaud customer, your Authorized Support Contacts retain the responsibility for 
providing internal support for Customizations of your Blackbaud solutions by: 

• Providing direct support to answer questions regarding Subscription functionality, 
internal business practices, and troubleshooting processes to Your Non-Authorized 
Users 

• Providing direct support to answer questions regarding Customization specifications, 
features, intended usage, and Error correction and troubleshooting processes to Your 
Non-Authorized Users 



Hello! I’m
Mark Becker

BLACKBAUD PARTNER FOR 13 YEARS

@cathexispartner

HOMETOWN:  CHICAGO   
CURRENT RESIDENCE: CELEBRATION, FLORIDA

We help nonprofits 
use technology to raise funds 

and engage supporters 
effectively and affordably.

virtual team = low overhead = affordable prices!



https://buildfire.com/ - App

https://buildfire.com/


 Add additional questions to 
event registration

 Appends to hidden text area

 Form validation 

 Adds names to session variable



 Reads names from session variables

 Post to Zapier webhook url

 Detects device and shows app store link

 Submit additional names to Survey via hidden iframe 

which sends AR with link to app



 Grabs Nth name/email in the list

 Posts data to the Survey API

 Logs out

 Refreshes itself in order to process the next name

* used this approach vs Survey API posts directly since Zapier 
callouts originate from a new IP address every time so 
whitelisting would have been difficult



Uses Zapier to catch 
the webhook from the ticket 

purchase thank you page



Creates / updates user in 
the BuildFire app



Tag / flag user account as 
authorized to receive 

discounts 



< 15 hours 
developer time



Radiothon
- Wanted true real time donation reporting



Once a donation is made and the Thank You page is reached, 
information about the donation is processed and sent to a custom 
Google Sheet.

A custom macro in Google Sheets then adds this to a transaction log in 
Google Sheets and the dashboard is updated in real-time.

We're capturing:
• Donor's First/Last name
• Joint donor's First/Last name if applicable
• Whether or not the donor wanted their name to be read on the air

Code also captures one time vs sustaining. 
If a sustaining gift, that dollar amount is multiplied by 12 to determine 
the anticipated annual amount and that is passed along to the Google 
Sheet instead of the regular donation amount.

*We, of course, don't recommend sending sensitive donor data.
Just what is needed to make the dashboard useful.





< 8 hours 
developer time



Donation form / shopping 

cart abandonment

follow up via 

Microsoft Power Automate



1. Captures:
 First name
 Last name
 Email address

2. Passes to Power Automate
3. Power Automate connected to 

Gmail, sends an email to asking 
them to complete the donation

< 8 hours 
developer time



Thank you!
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